GUIDE TO ERROR MESSAGES ON THE LOCATION BILLING ERROR REPORT
Every time the Location Billing process is run in JDE, the finished process results in 2 reports. The second report is the
most commonly known report, the Custom Invoice Report, used to provide back-up to Jobs and Owners of Equipment
Charges. The first report is a system report that includes the same details (in a different format) of items being billed,
but it also includes any error messages that may be preventing a piece of Equipment from billing. This report should be
reviewed when the Location Billing process is run in Proof Mode, to fix any errors before the process is run in Final
Mode. If the process is run in Final Mode and errors exist, they will appear again on the first report, and the Equipment
will not bill. These errors will continue to appear, and the Equipment will continue to not bill, until the errors are
resolved. This document will outline the error messages that appear on this first report and detail how to resolve them.
For details on how to handle Location Billing Batches that contain errors, please see the document titled “How to
Resolve Billing Errors within Equipment Billing Batches” on the Equipment & Fixed Assets page of the JDE Training
Materials Site.
Screen Shots of where to find the Error Report
The Error Report can be viewed by clicking the link circled in the screen shots below. First, navigate to your Submitted
Jobs, then click on the Blue Report link for the first of the 2 Location Billing Jobs. The screen shots show several
examples of the different types of Location Billing, as found on the CAM Menu under “Location Billing Reports”.

Requirements to create an Equipment Billing Record
There are five requirements in JDE in order to bill a piece of Equipment. Those five requirements are as follows:
1. Equipment Rental Rule – most importantly, the Rental Rule determines what Prorate Code is used for a piece of
Equipment, and whether or not Weekends are billed. It can also be used to set Billing Limits and apply different
Rate Tables.
2. Equipment Distribution Rule – determines where a piece of Equipment is charged within a Job. Distribution
Rules can be setup by individual Asset on a Job, or setup as “blank”, which will then apply to all pieces of
Equipment transferred to that Job.
3. Valid Equipment Rate – Must have appropriate Billing Rate Code based on the Rate Code in the Rental Rule, and
also must be effective in the time period that the Equipment is on the Job (i.e. Start Date is less than start of
Location Transfer, or blank, and End Date is blank or greater than Billing Thru Date).
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4. Job and Account in the Distribution Rule must allow Posting – The Job and Account in the Equipment
Distribution Rule must allow posting. The Posting Edit Code on the Job Master and on the Account itself must be
“blank”.
5. Location Transfer Record that has not previously been billed – Every time Location Billings is run in Final Mode, a
record is entered in the F1304 Equipment Billing table. This record is what the system uses to determine how
much it will bill in the subsequent billing. The system will never bill a time period twice.
The errors found on the Error Report will revolve around these 5 items.
Record could not be billed. Account Number is not specified for Location Tracking.

This error indicates that there is no Distribution Rule in place, or that the Location Transfer did not take on the
information in the Distribution Rule. This happens when the Location Transfer is performed before the Distribution Rule
is in place.
To resolve, click on the Location Inquiry & Transfer program on the CAM Menu. You can also navigate to this program
via the Equipment Master. Find the piece of Equipment, select it, go to the Row Exit and choose Locations from the drop
down. Then go to Business Unit, and then Location Inquiry.
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If you accessed via the Location Inquiry & Transfer program, enter the Unit Number in the Header and click Find.

Select the Location Transfer Record and click OK/Green Checkmark.

Click on the Billing Information Tab, and enter the Business Unit, Object Account and Subsidiary in the applicable fields.
Click OK/Green Checkmark to Save. Ensure that in the future, the Distribution Rule is in place before the Location
Transfer is completed. (Blank Distribution Rules can be setup on new Jobs to ensure all Equipment takes on a Rule
when charged to that Job. However, all Equipment transferred to that Job will be charged to the same Account.)
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Record could not be billed. Billing Rate Code could not be found on the Rate table.

This error indicates that a Rate cannot be found for this piece of Equipment. Either the existing Rate was expired & no
new Rate was entered, a Rate matching the Rate Code on the Equipment cannot be found, or no Rate exists.
To fix this error, navigate to the Equipment Rates program on the CAM Menu.

Enter the applicable information in the Header for how your Business Unit sets up Rates and click Find. Or click Add.

Enter the applicable information as required and click Save.
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Record could not be billed. Posting Edit Code does not allow entry.

This error indicates that the Account on the Distribution Rule, and therefore the Location Transfer Record, does not
allow Posting. To fix, either change the Account on the Location Transfer Record using the steps shown above, or
navigate to the Setup Accounts on Job Master Program on the Operations/Project Management Menu.

Enter the Job Number in the Header and click Find.

Enter the Object Account, Subsidiary or both, in the QBE’s above the column name. Click Find.
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Delete the Posting Edit and click Save. The PE column needs to be blank for the Account to accept charges.

Errors Occurred. Check Work Center.

For instructions on how to check your Work Center to investigate Batch errors, see the Basic Skills & Navigation JDE
Training Page and the document labeled “Using Work Center to Investigate Batch Errors”. More often than not, this
error message appears when the Account on the Location record is on a Closed Job.
To resolve, either contact JDESETUP to get the Posting Edit removed from the Closed Job so that the Equipment can be
charged to it, or follow the steps above to change the Job that the Equipment is being charged to. Note that if you open
a Closed Job and charge costs to it, you will be required to re-run Profit Rec on that Job and the Job will need to remain
open for the remainder of that Fiscal Year.
No Error Message. Time Period is too far in the past to be billed.

On occasion, all the prerequisites are not in place to bill a piece of Equipment and it does not bill. Then it is moved to
another Job, and the prerequisites are entered to get that piece to bill (e.g. a Rate was missing, then it is entered and
covers the unbilled period). If the system finds an unbilled period and all the prerequisites required to get Equipment to
bill for that unbilled period, it will try to bill it, even if it is from a prior period.
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If this period can no longer be billed because the job is long since closed and cannot take on new charges, it is possible
to update it to non-billable so JDE will no longer try to bill it every month. To remove an item from the billing, it is
necessary to change it to a non-billable Rate Code, or an Equipment Status that will not be picked up by the Data
Selections of the Location Billing program.
To change either the Rate Code or the Equipment Status of an existing Location Transfer record, navigate to the Location
Inquiry & Transfer program on the CAM Menu.

You can also navigate to this program via the Equipment Master. Find the piece of Equipment, select it, go to the Row
Exit and choose Locations from the drop down. Then go to Business Unit, and then Location Inquiry.

If you accessed via the Location Inquiry & Transfer program, enter the Unit Number in the Header and click Find.
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Select the Location Transfer Record and click OK/Green Checkmark.

Click on the Transfer Information Tab, and change the Equipment Status to a value that does not get included in the
Data Selections when you run Location Billings. Click OK/Green Checkmark to Save. (Do not change the Equipment
Status on a Current Location record. This will change the Status on the Equipment Master, which will remain the
Status until it is changed again. If the Equipment is transferred to a new Job with a non-billable Status, it will not be
billed until the Status is manually updated. Only change the Equipment Status on a Historical Location record.)
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If the Location Record is current so the Status cannot be changed without affecting the Master, click on the Billing
Information tab and update the Equipment Rate Code to “NB” for non-billable. Click OK/Green Checkmark to Save. If
part of the Location Record has been billed in the past, the Rate Code cannot be updated. The fields will be greyed out
as they are in the screen shot below.
If the fields are greyed out, enter a Location Transfer to move the Equipment to another Job (or to the Same Job), and
change the Equipment Status on the Historical Location record.
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